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TAKE A QUICK LOOK 
AT INDIA, THE WORLD 

OF GROWTH

India is the 5th-largest economy in the world and is projected to become the third-largest by 2030. India’s 

growing economy is creating new markets, new investment opportunities, and more jobs not just for Indians 

but also for people around the world. This economic growth also contributes to global economic stability and 

creates a ripple effect that benefits other countries. India, with its average age as 29 years, is the youngest 

country in the world and would remain so till 2070, which presents a significant opportunity for growth in 

various old and established sectors alongside innovation, technology and start-up ecosystem. Having already 

displayed the unprecedented growth numbers over the last few decades, today India has the potential to drive 

global innovation and solve some of the world's most pressing challenges alongside providing steady growth 

and inclusive welfare. 



FOX&ANGEL IS YOUR 
INDIA PARTNER IN 

GROWTH

Fox&Angel is an Open Consultancy Ecosystem operating through a borderless panel of domain 
experts and consultants offering management and strategy solutions, custom curated for the unique 
challenges and opportunities businesses have. Our proprietary tool, FoXvantage, ensures our solutions 
are unparalleled, no matter what stage of the brand and product life cycle a business is at. Our tailor-
made strategy and management team for  brands ensures that the business and strategy solutions we 
serve are actionable, effective, and result-oriented.

Our campaign, #GrowWithIndia, is focused on helping global brands accomplish their FDI and Brand 
Expansion in the Indian Market, through our seamless services of Business Expansion, Growth, and 
Success.



ABOUT Fox&Angel
Fox&Angel is a focused, 3-tiered eco-system of top global business leaders, experienced industry 

veterans and young dynamic professionals who work as a team across countries and business 

boundaries to curate unique business, strategy and global expansion solutions for your brands 

and businesses.  Leveraging our collective wisdom of over 130+ top Business and Consulting 

Leaders from across the globe from over 15 countries, Fox&Angel unveils the disruption of how 

Business, Strategy and Global Expansion Consulting will be performed and delivered in the 

future.

Fox&Angel Strategy Consulting

Strength of Fox&Angel Strategy Consulting lies in its innovative 

approach, combining data-driven insights with deep industry expertise. 

By fusing cutting-edge analytics and seasoned strategic thinking, we 

empower clients to make informed decisions, achieve sustainable 

growth, and outpace competition in today's rapidly evolving business 

landscape.

Fox&Angel Business Consulting

Fox&Angel's Business Consulting excels with its personalized solutions, 

focusing on fostering agility and resilience. By meticulously 

understanding each client's unique challenges, we deliver tailored 

strategies that drive operational excellence, amplify profitability, and 

ensure long-term success. Our commitment to collaborative 

partnerships sets us apart, transforming businesses into industry 

leaders.

Fox&Angel Global Expansion 

Uniquely, Fox&Angel's Global Expansion Services blend strategic 

thinking with boots-on-the-ground execution. We go beyond 

conventional consulting by providing practical support in setting up 

operations, building local networks, and ensuring regulatory adherence. 

This hands-on approach accelerates international expansion, giving 

clients a distinct edge in new markets.

ABOUT THE TEAM
The Fox&Angel team embodies a fusion of cross-disciplinary brilliance and global acumen. With a 

shared passion for collaborative excellence, we craft innovative solutions. Our dynamic approach, 

driven by cultural fluency and client partnerships, defines us as proactive problem solvers, 

dedicated to shaping success in every endeavour.

Topline Global Consultants on Our Panel

Our global panel is composed of global consulting professionals with a 

background of having worked extensively for Big Fours, MBB or top 15 

Global Consulting Brands.

Working on a Hub & Spoke Model

With global cultural fluency, we navigate diverse spokes adeptly, fostering local 

relationships while maintaining centralized strategy to ensure agility in finding 

result.

https://foxnangel.com/expertise/strategy-consulting.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/project-services.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india.html
https://foxnangel.com/global-panel.html


Grow With India As the fastest growing economy, India is a much sought-after market to invest-in 

or leverage its strengths to grow in your own country. We, at Fox&Angel, facilitate 

the transition required to get the brands & businesses, foothold in the Indian 

markets or grow in your own country by exporting India’s strengths.

Digital Consulting

The best brands you see around are the ones having seamlessly blended human 

and technical capabilities. At Fox&Angel, our digital transformation experts help 

you harness the power of data, AI and the worldwide web. We optimize and 

automate business process, enhance technology platforms and create engaging 

digital experiences.
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Global Expansion

Expanding internationally is not merely a goal, but a transformative journey. We 

specialise in crafting bespoke strategies that propel brands to extraordinary 

levels of global growth. Our team of seasoned consultants possesses an 

unrivalled depth of knowledge in international markets. We meticulously 

analyse market dynamics, consumer behaviour, and emerging trends to 

provide you with actionable insights and a robust roadmap for success.

E

Strategy Consulting Our team of experts formulate, design and help deploy strategies that help the 

stakeholders achieve the organizational goals in the most optimum way. This is 

achieved after a thorough understanding of the business, competitive landscape 

and the market conditions.

Government Liaising Our Government Liaising Services seamlessly bridge businesses and government 

entities. Our experts ensure compliance, expedite approvals, explore and align 

Government aids, supports and grants,  crisis management, create new 

opportunity on merit and foster influential relationships with officials, all while 

shaping industry-friendly policies. 
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https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/digital-consulting.html
https://www.foxnangel.com/expertise/your-global-xpansion-partner.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/strategy-consulting.html
https://www.foxnangel.com/expertise/government-liaisoning-services.html
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Your Brand-India Fit Assessment Launch In India Strategy Foreign Direct Investment

Fox & Angel is a leading consultancy firm that 
specializes in foreign direct investment in India. 
Our team of experts can help you navigate the 
complexities of the Indian market and make 
informed investment decisions. Whether you 
are looking to expand your existing business… 
Read More

Enter Indian Market Setup Office/s In India
Fox & Angel is a leading global consultancy firm 
that offers expert services to help businesses set up 
offices in India from anywhere in the world. Our 
team of experienced professionals has a deep 
understanding of the Indian market and can 
provide comprehensive support for companies 
looking to establish a… Read More

Setup An Indian Team

Fox & Angel offers comprehensive support 
for businesses looking to set up an Indian 
team, from anywhere in the world. 
Whether you need support for a specific 
project or are looking to establish a long-
term presence in the country, Fox & Angel 
can help… Read MoreSO
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Entering the Indian market can be a complex 
and challenging process, but with the help of 
Fox & Angel, it doesn't have to be.
India is a highly attractive market for many 
companies, due to its large population and 
growing economy. However, entering the… 
Read More

Entering an international market is a crucial 
step for any business. In terms of market 
share, not only does breaking into a new 
market increase the available terrain but also 
helps businesses realize their full potential. 
But with these opportunities comes the risk 
too… Read More

Launching a brand can be a gruelling task. It can 
be challenging to do it in a market as expansive 
and complex as India. This is where Fox & Angel 
comes in. We help you identify the right market, do 
all the required research, recalibrate your brand to 
suit market conditions, develop and implement 
GTM Strategy and… Read More
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Marketing, Advertising & Sales

Fox & Angel is a trusted partner for 
businesses looking to expand 
overseas. Our team of experts offers 
comprehensive support for 
marketing, advertising, and sales 
efforts, helping companies achieve 
their growth goals in new markets. 
Whether you are looking to enter a 
new market, increase your brand 
visibility... Read More
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Find Indian Partners & Investors
Finding the right partner is one of the 
most critical of all decisions one takes. 
It becomes imperative to find 
authentic partner who shares the 
same vision and compliments it with 
his market sense and business 
acumen. Fox & angel will find you that 
perfect partner after comprehensive 
background checks and fitment 
assessments... Ream More
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Regulations & Compliances
India is not an easy market to 
penetrate considering its complex 
regulatory landscape , multiple 
cultures, varied policies and 
regulations that change from one 
state to another. It is therefore critical 
to understand that India is like many 
individual markets packaged as one 
big country. Fox & angel helps you 
understand this… Ream More

Relaunch In India
Fox&Angel possesses the expertise 
to facilitate the successful relaunch 
of a previously unsuccessful brand 
in India. Leveraging our vast 
experience and market insights, we 
can conduct a comprehensive 
brand assessment to identify the 
root causes of the initial failure. 
Armed with our collective 
knowledge and wisdom...Read More
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https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/brand-assessment.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Launch-In-India-Strategy.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Foreign-Direct-Investment.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Foreign-Direct-Investment.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Enter-Indian-Market.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Setup-Offices-In-India.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Setup-Offices-In-India.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Setup-An-Indian-Team.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Setup-An-Indian-Team.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Enter-Indian-Market.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/brand-assessment.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Launch-In-India-Strategy.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Marketing-Advertising-Sales.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Marketing-Advertising-Sales.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Find-Indian-Parteners.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Find-Indian-Parteners.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Regulations-And-Compliances.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Regulations-And-Compliances.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Relaunch-In-India.html
https://foxnangel.com/expertise/grow-with-india/Relaunch-In-India.html


BIG REASONS
WHY YOU WOULD HIRE

Custom Curate Team: Unlike all other consulting firms, we custom 
curate a ‘glocal’ team of Business Leaders, Consultants and Domain Experts, for 
you brand and project to add real value to your consulting project, instead of 
force fitting a generalist Consultant who learns about your domain from you to 
deliver your your own solution after ‘re-packaging ’ it.

Topline Domain Experts: We give you top Business Leaders, 
Consultants and Domain Experts from the industry, handpicked form our 
widespread Global Panel made of seasoned professional from top companies, 
Bigs Fours, MBB and other top 10 consulting firms. 

Compelling Cost: Our neo-phygital ecosystem allows us to give you a 
custom curated team of topline business leaders at a compelling cost that one 
may not find a match to.

Agile Hub & Spoke Model: Our custom curated team operates on a 
hub and spoke model to ensure we are agile and adaptive to respond to ever 
changing dynamics and expectations the market.

We Implement Too: We not only strategize, but we implement them as 
well to to serve your business interest, the best. Before being considered, all our 
strategies are examined through the lenses of implementation to ensure what 
we recommend are actionable. 



Delhi NCR, India
16 Domain Experts

Mumbai, India
7 Domain Experts

Pune, India
10 domain Experts Bangalore, India

11 Domain Experts

Chennai, India
4 Domain Experts

Hyderabad, India
5 Domain Experts

USA
5 Domain Experts

Singapore
5 Domain Experts

Malaysia
1 Domain ExpertUAE

6 Domain Experts

Russia
3 Domain Experts

Europe
13 Domain Experts

Australia
3 Domain Experts

Latin America
2 Domain Experts

Africa
3 Domain Experts

Kolkata, India
2 Domain Experts

WE COVER YOU WELL ACROSS THE GLOBE IN 15 COUNTRIES THROUGH OUR GLOBAL PANEL OF 
GLOBAL BUSINESS LEADERS, CONSULTANTS AND DOMAIN EXPERTS 



Sales Service

Strategic Service

OUR GLOBAL 
PRESENCE

India

Singapore

WeWork Forum, Cybercity, Phase III, Gurugram,  

Haryana - 122002, India

190 Middle Road,14-10 , Fortune Centre,  Singapore 

188979

USA
UK
UAE
Germany
Cyprus
Australia
S. Africa

Russia
Switzerland
Saudi 
Arabia
Malaysia
Spain
Mexico

All Our Services listed on slide 5, 6 and 7 are 
available for above Countries as well

OUR SUCCESS 
STORIES
FOR BRANDS FROM ACROSS THE 
GLOBE

Royal Sporting 
House
From Singapore

Raffles Education

From Dubai

Lotto Sports

From Italy

Gems Education

From Dubai

Fruitchill

From Mexico

New Balance

From USA

https://www.foxnangel.com/portfolio/royal-sporting-house.html
https://www.foxnangel.com/portfolio/raffles-education.html
https://www.foxnangel.com/portfolio/lotto-sports.html
https://www.foxnangel.com/portfolio/gems-education.html
https://www.foxnangel.com/portfolio/great-fruit-and-beverages.html
https://www.foxnangel.com/portfolio/new-balance.html


Thank You! 
Let’s Cocreate Success 
Your Global Expansion Partner
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